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About us: Speakers
Dr Renate Schmidt, University of Manchester
➤ Leads the Formal Methods Research Group
➤ Research: reasoning, logics relevant to Computer Science and AI
➤ Current: ontology extraction, information hiding, query answering, theorem proving

Warren Del-Pinto, University of Manchester
➤ Research Associate, Secondee to SNOMED International
➤ PhD research: abductive hypothesis generation, abduction and learning
➤ Current: definition generation, hybrid reasoning/learning with background knowledge

Dr Yongsheng Gao, SNOMED International
➤ Senior terminologist, Modelling Advisory Group co-chair
➤ Focus: concept model development, information models integration & interoperability
➤ Terminology authoring, quality assurance and release development and review of
international health informatics standards

Some background: Our research
Broadly, automated reasoning and knowledge representation

Current projects
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Development and application of ontology extraction
Semantic difference computation, tracking changes in ontologies
Abductive reasoning: extending ontology to explain new observations
Automation of agent-based reasoning, knowledge sharing among agents
Query answering for ontology-based languages

Ontology extraction applied to SNOMED CT
Proof of concept EPSRC Impact Acceleration Award Project with SNOMED IntI, 6 months in 2019
Outcome
➤ Ontology extraction workflow based on modularity and forgetting
➤ Provides feasible way to compute subontologies
➤ Performance and success rates significantly improved
➤ Subontologies preserve semantic definitions
But
➤ Tools designed for ALC, more expressive than EL
➤ Do not support all new SNOMED CT language features
How to improve?
➤ New project to build a customised solution
J. Chen, G. Alghamdi, R. A. Schmidt, D. Walther, and Y. Gao (2019). Ontology extraction
for large ontologies via modularity and forgetting. In Proc. K-CAP'19, ACM, pp. 45-52
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Aim: Content extraction and sharing
Content extraction
Preserve meaning
➤ Entities should have the same meaning in subontologies as in the source ontology (SCT)
➤ Semantics should be clear when referring back to the source ontology (similar structure)
Concise
➤ Result should contain only the information needed to preserve meaning related to the domain
Customisability
➤ It should be possible to control the size and content of the extracts as far as possible
➤ Expand the scope of the information covered where necessary

Sharing
➤ Integrate subontologies with different sources, including semantics and changes
➤ Specify source and target ontologies for extracted content

SNOMED CT
➤ One of the most comprehensive clinical terminologies in the world
➤ Wide array of clinical information, organised into hierarchies
➤ Modules for different domains, including core content, national
and member extensions

SCT July 2020:
>350,000 axioms
>350,000 concepts

How can users focus on specific content?

Specialist domains
Specific applications
➤ Not all of the information in SCT is needed for every use case
➤ Different applications require different levels of detail from different domains

For some applications: Refsets
➤ Refsets are a useful tool when focusing on subsets of SCT
➤ Provide a customisable list of entities, related to the domain of interest, used in applications e.g.
linking to the correct SCT concepts

What about semantics?
➤ For many applications, something different is needed
Extracted content as a standalone ontology
➤ Meaning of entities in SCT is captured by powerful semantics of Description Logics
➤ For extracted content to be used as a standalone ontology, must preserve these semantics
➤ Must be able to compute meaningful definitions of entities in the scope of the domain…
➤ ...while not losing focus on what is truly needed to fully capture the domain

Subontology Extraction

Why is this important?
Understanding
➤ Easier for domain experts to use the terminology
➤ Subontologies contain only terms relevant and familiar to the specified domain
➤ But retain the meaning of the important terms with respect to the source ontology

Distributing
➤ Users can gather content related to their application, including full definitions and relationships
➤ Subontologies can be produced regardless of source (Australia, UK, US…) and still retain the
correct meaning with respect to the source ontology

Assist debugging and updating
➤ Concise extracts related to specific domain are easier for users to examine, debug and update
➤ Increased understanding and faster improvement of concept modelling
➤ Updates can then be propagated to a target ontology

Subontology extraction overview
Our approach
Input:
➤ Source ontology
➤ Set of focus concepts (classes)
Output:
➤ Full definitions for focus concepts (classes)
➤ Make use of supporting concepts (classes) and attributes (properties)
➤ A standalone subontology in:
○ OWL format
○ RF2 format

Computing definitions for concepts
Authoring form (Stated view in SCT Browser)

Computing definitions for concepts
NNF: Necessary normal form (Inferred view in SCT Browser)

Progress: Computing definitions
➤ Developed a new approach to efficiently generating authoring and NNF definitions for concepts
Key features
➤ Supports expressive language features of OWL EL profile used in SCT
○
○

Property axioms (e.g. reflexive properties, property chains…)
GCI axioms (e.g., representing notions of disjunction…)

➤ Supports a range of definition types for concepts
○
○

Settings to decide what is considered as redundant in a definition, based on OWL semantics
Adaptable to different notions of definition, including authoring and NNF

Successful results
➤ Quality assurance: examining modelling, e.g. reflexivity and transitivity relationships
➤ Increased understanding of what the authoring and NNF definitions are
➤ Used to inspect most expressive content, e.g. new anatomy hierarchy under development

Quality assurance example: Substance hierarchy
➤ New definition generation method used to examine the use of reflexivity and transitivity in SCT
➤ Found the modelling issues of several concepts in the substance hierarchy
Found that Flumazenil (18-F) is both:
○ A type of Flumazenil
○ A modification of Flumazenil

➤ Modelling of 13 concepts in the substance hierarchy has already been updated as a result

Subontology extraction: Prototype algorithm
Focus concepts
➤ The scope of the domain, specifies the set of concepts of interest
➤ Can be specified as a list, in any format (e.g. using refsets)
➤ Definition in authoring form
○ Preserves full semantics with respect to source ontology, concise, standardised
Supporting concepts and attributes
➤ Concepts and attributes required in definitions of focus concepts
➤ Automatically brought into the subontology where necessary
But: how much information is needed?
○ Only what is needed to preserve semantics of the focus concepts
○ Must ensure only relevant, necessary information is brought into subontology (concise)
Solution:
○ Incrementally compute and add supporting concept definitions when necessary
○ Expansion of subontology signature based on focus concepts

Subontologies in RF2 format
Why?
➤ Subontologies compatible with existing tooling
➤ More familiar to users of SCT
➤ Example: viewing subontologies in SCT browser
How?
➤ RF2 format requires inferred relationship file in NNF format
➤ Solution: use new definition generation approach to compute required NNFs
○ Produces the inferred relationships for subontology
➤ New OWL-to-RF2 conversion tool has been developed
○ Produces RF2 files covering the scope of the subontology
○ Focus/supporting concepts, FSN/preferred terms, OWL axiom refset file, relationship file...

Subontology extraction prototype: Example
ERA-EDTA refset
➤ European Renal Association, European Dialysis and Transplant Association
➤ List of entities related to renal diseases
Extracting a renal diseases subontology
➤ Input: all 183 concepts in the ERA-EDTA refset (focus concepts)
➤ Output: standalone ontology modelling information about renal diseases, with respect to SCT
Size of resulting subontology
➤ 601 axioms
➤ 559 concepts (183 focus, 376 supporting)
➤ 15 attributes

Size of SNOMED CT July 2020
➤ >350,000 axioms
➤ >350,000 concepts
➤ 129 attributes

SCT International Edition 2020: Browser

ERA-EDTA subontology: Browser

Taxonomy view
SNOMED CT

ERA-EDTA subontology

Taxonomy view
SNOMED CT

ERA-EDTA subontology

Stated definition example
In July 2020 release:

ERA-EDTA subontology: Definition example
Focus concept definition: ERA-EDTA subontology

Subontology extraction prototype: Example 2
Medicinal products
➤ A subontology concerning medicinal products
Extracting a medicinal products subontology
➤ Input: all non-primitive descendants of the concept Medicinal product (product) | 763158003
○ 10,113 focus concepts
➤ Output: standalone ontology about medicinal products, with respect to SCT
Size of resulting subontology
➤ 16,303 axioms
➤ 14,323 concepts (10,113 focus, 4210 supporting)
➤ 22 attributes

Size of SNOMED CT July 2020
➤ >350,000 axioms
➤ >350,000 concepts
➤ 129 attributes

Medicinal products subontology: Browser

Taxonomy view
SNOMED CT

Medicinal Products Subontology

Validation and additional tests
Preservation of the semantics of focus concepts (classes)
➤ Semantics of focus concepts are the same in subontology and source ontology

Preservation of the transitive closure (hierarchy) for all concepts
➤ The hierarchical transitive closure of subontology must be a subset of source ontology

Thorough testing
➤ Definitions against SNOMED International toolkit results (authoring, NNF)
➤ Against range of example cases, using different language features
➤ Logical difference comparison

Potential applications
Implement SNOMED CT in applications:
➤ SNOMED CT specialist domain ontologies
➤ Application ontology comprises multiple subontologies

Terminology development:
➤ Content model development and debugging
➤ Content sharing across different extension modules and promotion to core

Next: case studies
➤ Investigate structure of subontologies (definitions, covered content) with respect to use cases

Summary
➤ A collaboration project between academia and industry
➤ Developed algorithm and prototype for SNOMED CT content extraction
➤ Output conforms to the OWL and RF2 standards for implementation and
sharing
➤ Further investigation on handling the enhanced DL features (e.g. reflexive
property) and content sharing
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